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Stanford Speed Dating Experiment

• Linguists at Stanford University got permission to
record speed dates, and collect pre-date and post-date 
surveys

• Participants wore audio recorders on shoulder sashes
• Recorded 2 sides of the conversations for 1100 4-

minute dates



Pre-date survey

• Participants self-reported age, height and weight, 
hobbies and interests, dating background
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Table 17
Non-linguistic features, calculated from a survey that each participant filled out at the beginning of the event.

order Order of the date (nth date the speaker has participated in tonight)
speaker height The height of the speaker
speaker BMI The body mass index of the speaker
other height The height of the interlocutor
other BMI The BMI of the interlocutor
age difference The age difference between the speaker and the interlocutor
interest similarity The interest similarity between the speaker and the interlocutor.

(17) How interested are you in the following activities? (1=very uninterested, 10=very interested)
Playing sports/ athletics ……………………..
Watching sports ………………..
Body building/exercising ………………
Dining out ……………………….
Museums/galleries …………………………
Art ………………………………..
Hiking/camping ………………………….
Video Gaming ……………………………
Dancing/clubbing ………………………………….
Reading ……..………………….
Watching TV ……………………….
Theater …………………………..
Movies …………………………..
Going to concerts ………………………….
Music …………………………….
Shopping ……………………………
Yoga/meditation …………………………. 1      2      3      4      5      6       7       8       9      10

1      2      3      4      5      6       7       8       9      10
1      2      3      4      5      6       7       8       9      10
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Fig. 4. The registration survey with the list of interests filled out by each speed date participant.

For each of the styles we trained two SVMs: one using just the non-linguistic features and one using both the
linguistic and non-linguistic features. We also trained an L1-regularized logistic regression classifier using just the
non-linguistic features to help in feature weight analysis. We use the feature normalization scheme, hyperparameter
learning, and the cross-validation scheme outlined in Study 1 to train and evaluate our models.

6.2. Non-linguistic features

Table 17 shows the non-linguistic features, each calculated from a survey that was handed out at the beginning of
the event. Participants gave their height and weight (from which we computed their BMI), their age, and filled out a
set of hobby interests.

The registration survey with the list of interests are shown in Fig. 4. Interests were labeled from 1 to 10 with 10
indicating very interested in the topic. We calculated interest similarity between two speakers using the L2 norm,
i.e. by taking the square root of the sum of squares of interest difference across several interest categories. The L2
norm assumes that lacking a little similarity on a couple of categories isn’t as different as being very unsimilar in one
category.5

6.3. Results

Table 18 shows results for the three stances. Non-linguistic features perform better than chance for all 3 tasks
(paired t-test, 2-tailed, p = . 0001) but not nearly as well as the linguistic features by themselves (paired t-test, 2-tailed,
p = . 0001).

For flirtation, models with both the linguistic and non-linguistic features perform better than either feature set by
itself.6 For assert, however, the non-linguistic features hurt performance when added to the linguistic features.

5 We found that the L2 norm outperformed the L1 norm on classification accuracy for calculating interest similarity.
6 Using a paired 2-tailed t-test, the models for men are significantly better (p = . 0001) as is the model for women (p = . 05).



Post-date survey

• Date perceptions and follow-up interest
• Conversational style and intention of their partnersR. Ranganath et al. / Computer Speech and Language 27 (2013) 89–115 93

(4) How often did you behave in the following ways on this "date"?  (1=never, 10=constantly)

You were friendly……………………..….. never constantly
You were flirtatious………………………. never constantly
You were awkward…………………….. never constantly
You were assertive………...………….. never constantly

(5) How often did the other person behave in the following ways on this "date"?  (1=never, 10=constantly)

They were friendly…………………….. never constantly
They were flirtatious………………………. never constantly
They were awkward…………………….. never constantly
They were assertive……………..…….. never constantly

1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10
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Fig. 1. The 8 survey questions from the SpeedDate corpus whose answers we attempt to detect.

3. The SpeedDate corpus

Our experiments make use of a new corpus we have collected, the SpeedDate corpus. The corpus is based on three
speed-dating sessions run at an elite private American university in 2005 and inspired by prior speed-dating research
(Madan et al., 2005; Pentland, 2005). The graduate student participants volunteered to be in the study and were promised
emails of persons with whom they reported mutual liking. Each date was conducted in an open setting: a large hall,
separated by partitions into cubicles with one or two tables each containing one pair of participants. All participants
wore audio recorders on a shoulder sash, resulting in two audio recordings of each of the approximately 1100 4-min
dates. In addition to the audio, we collected pre-test surveys, event scorecards, and post-test surveys. This is the largest
sample we know of where audio data and detailed survey information were combined in a natural experiment.

The rich survey information included date perceptions and follow-up interest, as well as general attitudes, pref-
erences, and demographic information, including the participants self-reported age, height and weight, hobbies and
interests, dating background, and self-described attributes. Participants were also asked about the conversational style
and intention of the interlocutor. Each speaker was asked to report how often their date’s speech reflected different
conversational styles (awkward, friendly, flirtatious, assertive) on a scale of 1–10 (1 = never, 10 = constantly): “How
often did the other person behave in the following ways on this ‘date’?”. In addition they were also asked to rate their
own intentions: “How often did you behave in the following ways on this ‘date’?” on a scale of 1–10; questions are
shown in Fig. 1.

The SpeedDate corpus includes audio data and transcripts. Since both speakers wore microphones, most dates
had two recordings, one from each speaker’s microphone. The acoustic wave file from each recorder was manually
segmented into a sequence of wavefiles, each corresponding to one 4-min date. Each date was then transcribed by a
transcription service, producing a diarized transcript that marked words, laughter, filled pauses, speaker overlap, and
restarts, and timestamped the beginning and end of each turn at the granularity of a second. Turn boundaries for 10% of
the dates were segmented at a finer grain (tenth of a second). Because of the high level of noise, each speaker was much
clearer on his/her own recording; transcribers based their transcription on the clearer recording, using the partner’s
recording when necessary. A sample extract from the transcripts is shown below:

0:01:55.1 0:01:56.8 F: Well what about you, what are you passionate about?
0:02:05.7 0:02:11.8 M: Um, I am passionate about probably two things.
0:02:03.2 0:02:03.8 F: Uh-huh.
0:02:12.4 0:02:15.3 M: Well, many things, but two that come to mind straightaway. One is travel.
0:02:06.8 0:02:07.3 F: Okay.
0:02:15.5 0:02:17.2 M: I like see different parts of the world-
0:02:08.5 0:02:09.2 F: Uh-huh.
0:02:17.6 0:02:27.9 M: -experience lots of different things. And I also- recently, I’ve got into exercise,

and, um, just different things, so riding a bike, and swimming, and running.
0:02:18.5 0:02:20.1 F: Oh, okay. Uh-huh.
0:02:28.3 0:02:30.3 M: I did my first track run on the weekend.
0:02:21.7 0:02:22.9 F: Oh, you did? How was it?
0:02:31.9 0:02:33.0 M: It was hard.
0:02:24.3 0:02:27.0 F: [laughter] Yeah, I heard it’s really hard.
0:02:35.6 0:02:37.1 M: But I definitely recommend it.



Speed date data

• 4-minute sound recording files from each recorder
• Each date was then transcribed
• Transcripts marked words, laughter, filled pauses, 

speaker overlap, and restarts
• Timestamped the beginning and end of each

conversational turn
• Dates averaged 812 words (406 per speaker), taking an 

average of 93 turns



F: Well what about you, what are you passionate about?
M: Um, I am passionate about probably two things.
F: Uh-huh.
M: Well, many things, but two that come to mind straightaway. One is travel.
F: Okay.
M: I like see different parts of the world-
F: Uh-huh.
M: -experience lots of different things. And I also- recently, I’ve got into exercise, and, 

um, just different things, so riding a bike, and swimming, and running.
F: Oh, okay. Uh-huh.
M: I did my first track run on the weekend.
F: Oh, you did? How was it?
M: It was hard.
F: [laughter] Yeah, I heard it’s really hard.



Prediction tasks

• Build a machine learning classifier to identify friendly, 
flirtatious, awkward, or assertive speakers

• Build separate classifiers for detecting when
characteristics were self-reported or reported by
partners

• Build separate classifiers for men and women
• 4 characteristics * self-v-partner * 2 sexes = 16 

classifiers (e. g. male self-reported flirtation classifier)



Feature extraction

• Features of the speech files: pitch, intensity, turn 
duration and rate of speech (num words per second)

• Lexical features: how often they mentioned themselves
or the other person, word categories like sex, love, 
hate, food, swearing

• Number of uh and ums, hedges, interruptions, 
laughters, agreements, questions, expressions of
agreement, appreciation, sympathy

• Rate of accommodation (adopting the other person’s
word usage)





Lexical Features
I I’d, I’ll, I’m, I’ve, me, mine, my, myself

YOU you, you’d, you’ll, your, you’re, yours, you’ve

SEX sex, sexy, sexual, stripper, lover, kissed, kissing

LOVE love, loved, loving, passion, passions, passionate

HATE hate, hates, hated

SWEAR suck*, hell*, crap*, shit*, screw*, damn*, heck, ass*,. . .

NEG EMO bad, weird, crazy, problem*, tough, awkward, worry,. . .

NEGATE don’t, not, no, didn’t, never, haven’t, can’t, wouldn’t,. . .

FOOD food, eat*, cook*, dinner, restaurant, coffee, chocolate, 
cookies,. . .

DRINK party, bar*, drink*, wine*, beer*, drunk, alcohol*, cocktail,. 
. .

ACADEMICS work*, program, PhD, research, professor*, advisor, 
finish*,. . .



Lexical Features

HEDGE sort of, kind of, I guess, I think, a little, maybe, 
possibly, probably

META speed date, flirt, event, dating, rating

LIKE the discourse marker like (removing the verb
like)

I MEAN the discourse marker I mean

YOU 
KNOW the discourse marker you know

UH the filled pause uh

UM the filled pause um



Discourse Features
TOTAL WORDS total number of words in side

QUESTIONS

number of questions in side, clarification question (Excuse me?)
number of turns in side which one speaker interrupted the other
number of instances of turn-initial or whole-turn laughter in side

number of instances of turn-medial or turn-final laughter in side total 
number of disfluent restarts in conversation side

CLARIFICATIONS clarification question (Excuse me?)
INTERRUPTIONS number turns one speaker interrupted the other
LAUGH INITIAL number of turn-initial or whole-turn laughter
LAUGH MEDIAL number of turn-medial or turn-final laughter

RESTART num disfluent restarts in conversation side
APPRECAITIONS num appreciations (Wow, That’s true, Great) great)

SYMPATHY number of sympathetic negative assessments in side
AGREEMENT num of agreements (That’s true, For sure. . .)



Classification

• Trained a Support Vector Machine for each of the 16 
experiments

• For training data, took top 10% of data as positive 
training examples and bottom 10% of data as negative 
data

• For example, for self-reported male flirtation, sort all 
1000 dates by self-reported male flirtation score take
top 100 and bottom 100

• Since training data was small, did 4 fold cross
validation, 30x times w/random order



Classification Accuracy
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Table 11
Feature weights for flirtation detection in decile study (median weights of the randomized runs) for the non-zero predictors for each classifier.
Boldfaced features hold across self and other ratings, and boldfaced features that were also significant in the quartile study are underlined.

MALE FEMALE

FLIRT SELF FLIRT OTHER FLIRT SELF FLIRT OTHER

s academic !0.00277 o midlaugh !0.00185 o i !0.00129 s question !0.00210
s uh !0.00237 o question !0.00165 o like !0.00125 o loud !0.00178
o academic !0.00123 o food !0.00132 o academic !0.00124 s negemo !0.00121
s pitchvar !0.00121 s academic !0.00105 o loud !0.00114 s maxpitch 0.00130
s negate !0.00111 o imean 0.00109 o uh !0.00105 s negate 0.00143
o uh 0.00117 o negemo 0.00112 s rateaccom 0.00111 s ntri 0.00152
s longturn 0.00121 s you 0.00117 s love 0.00116 s um 0.00161
s youknow 0.00125 o meta 0.00124 s midlaugh 0.00157 s i 0.0016
o sex 0.00141 o drink 0.00134 o ntri 0.00159 o funcaccom 0.00180
s varinten 0.00156 s imean 0.00134 s hedge 0.00204 s longturn 0.00186
s swear 0.00191 o appr 0.00139 o appr 0.00251 s varinten 0.00188
s you 0.00195 s um 0.00193 s negate 0.00261 o varinten 0.00189
s initlaugh 0.00200 s youknow 0.00273 s like 0.00270 o midlaugh 0.00194
o like 0.00206 s question 0.00341 o funcaccom 0.00298 o meta 0.00201
o negemo 0.00213 o longturn 0.00356 s longturn 0.00327 o appr 0.00201
s hate 0.00220 o interrupt 0.00330 s rate 0.00311
o love 0.00225 s i 0.00370 s like 0.00411
s imean 0.00231 o rate 0.00547 o interrupt 0.00459
s sympathy 0.00252 o question 0.00549
s um 0.00358 o rate 0.00588

4.5. Feature analysis

Tables 11–14 show feature weights for each stance from the decile results. Although we used the feature selection
algorithm described in Section 4.2 that only considers features that were significant across the 30 randomized test
runs, we were concerned that the large number of features may still overfit the small test set. This is particularly true
with the decile classifier, which uses less than 200 conversations. We therefore focus in this discussion on features that
are particularly robust. In the tables below, features that hold across self- and other-ratings are boldfaced. Boldfaced
features that were also significant in the quartile study (averaging just under 500 conversations) are further underlined.
Our discussion will highlight the boldfaced features that hold for both the self and other labels, and especially those
that are also significant in the quartile study.

A number of features were consistently associated with flirtation. Women rated as flirting (whether by self or other,
generally whether in the decile or quartile studies) tend to use negation (especially the word don’t but also no and
not), use the word like, and use medial laughter. In the decile but not quartile studies, flirting women also use I; in the
quartile but not decile studies, flirting women use more appreciations and you know. Men rated as flirting (generally
either by self or other, in both the decile and quartile studies) tend to use the words you, you know, and um, and are
less likely to use words about their academic work. In the quartile studies, flirting men also talked about sex. There
are also strong characteristics of the speech of men talking to flirting women; in both the decile and quartile studies
these men use appreciations and accommodate the woman’s function words. Some flirtation features differed between
self- and other-rating; in both the decile and quartile studies, men who self-reported as flirting use less negation, but
this feature was not associated with other-assessed flirtation.

Turn-medial/final laughter is the most robust cue for friendliness, associated with both self- and other-rating for both
men and women in both the decile and quartile studies. Lower use of negative emotion was also robustly associated
in the quartile study, and to a lesser extent in the decile study, with friendly men and women, both self- and other-
assessed. Across the studies and labelers, friendly men tend to use less hedges, less uh, less you know, and have more
varied intensity, while friendly women tend to use clarification questions. In the quartile but not decile studies, friendly
women (both self- and other-assessed) have higher maximum pitch and greater pitch variance, and are more likely to
use negation and initial laughter. In both studies, men who use agreement or swearing are perceived as, but do not
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Linguistic v. non-linguistic features

• How good are the linguistic features compared to non-
linguistic features?

• Can we predict how well two people will hit it off just 
based on their appearance or on their shared interests, 
without observing their interactions?



Non-linguistic Features

ORDER Order of the date (nth date the speaker has
participated in tonight)

HEIGHT The height of the speaker

BMI The body mass index of the speaker

O-HEIGHT The height of the interlocutor

O-BMI The BMI of the interlocutor

AGE DIFF The age difference between the pair

INTEREST SIM The interest similarity between the pair



Classification Accuracy



What do you think?

• Do you think that the SVM’s accuracy is better or worse
than a person’s accuracy at predicting whether
someone is flirting with them?

• Do you think that 4 minutes of data is sufficient for
making accurate predictions?

• Any methodological concerns?
• Could you use data to change your own dating

strategies?



Data-driven Sociological Studies

• 3.2 million OKCupid users
• Profile information: age, gender, sexual orientation, 

location, ethnicity, religion, level of education, income
level, height, body type, whether you like 
kids/pets/drinking/drugs, essays, profile pictures plus 
attractiveness ratings

• Database of 275,294 match questions
• 776 million answers to those questions



• What's more interesting to you right now? Love or Sex
• How willing are you to meet someone from OkCupid in person?
• Have you smoked a cigarette in the last 6 months?
• Could you date someone who does drugs?
• Would you strongly prefer to go out with someone of your own

skin color / racial background?
• About how long do you want your next relationship to last?
• Would you consider sleeping with someone on the first date?
• Are you happy with your life?
• Rate your self-confidence
• How important is religion/God in your life?
• Would you prefer good things happened, or interesting things?
• Do you like horror movies?





The Best Questions on a First Date

• You would like to learn about your date, some
important things that you would like to know are
awkward to ask directly

• Find questions that correlate with what you want to
know, but which people are more free about answering
publicly









Other questions to ask

predictive question implied odds
of first-date sex

Q: In a certain light, wouldn't nuclear war 
be exciting? yes –> 83%

Q: Assuming you were in the position to 
do so, would you launch nuclear 

weapons under any circumstances?
yes –> 82%

Q: Could you imagine yourself killing 
someone? yes –> 82%



LTRs

• If you’re interested in a long term relationship, you can
use this methodology too

• When someone deletes their OkCupid account, the
option of giving a reason

• One is 'I met somebody on OkCupid,' they can report
their significant other's username

• 34,000 such pairs exist





Politics

• If you want to know: Do my date and I have the same 
politics?

• Ask: Do you prefer the people in your life to be simple or
complex?



Politics

• People who prefer complexity are 65-70% likely to give
the Liberal answer. Those who prefer simplicity in 
others are 65-70% likely to give the Conservative one:

• Should burning your country's flag be illegal?
• Should the death penalty be abolished?
• Should gay marriage be legal?
• Should Evolution and Creationism be taught side-by-

side in schools?



Religion

• If you want to know: Is my date religious?
• Ask: Do spelling and grammar mistakes annoy you?
• If your date is okay with bad grammar and spelling

then the odds of him or her being at least moderately
religious is slightly better than 2:1





Ethnicity

• What is it that makes a culture unique? How are whites, 
blacks, Asians, or whoever different from everybody
else? What tastes, interests, and concepts define an 
ethnic group?

• Analyzed 500,000+ profiles with self reported race, 
looking at 280M words worth of profile essays

• Analyze words that are statistically distinct from other
racial groups (everyone likes sushi, only Asians list
sashimi).





















Do you think interracial marriage a bad idea?



Would you strongly prefer to date someone of your own
racial background?











Misconceptions about Gay People

• Gay people more promiscuous that straight people
• Gay people want to convert straight people
• Gay people shouldn’t be allowed to teach in our

schools





Is homosexuality a sin?







Gay people looking at straight profiles

• Only 0.6% of gay men have ever searched for straight
matches.

• Only 0.1% of lesbians have ever searched for straight
matches.

• Only 0.13% of straight people's profile visitors are gay.



Straight people have gay sex



Straight women have gay sex



Gay curiositity by region



How to increase your chances

• Data analysis can help determine what strategies work
best for eliciting a reply

• A/B testing for pickup-lines?



Be Literate



Avoid physical complements



Avoid physical complements



Use Unusual Greetings



Specifics are successful



Specific about them



Male self-effacement



Consider becoming an atheist



Implications

• Large numbers of people are willing to disclose
information about their attitudes, and beliefs about
religion, sex, politics

• Incentive: improving the algorithm for matching them
up with compatible partners

• Side effect: coolest sociological data around





Would you date someone just for sex?






